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TTTE, N.ATURE OF APPLTEÐ ETÍTÍCS

I. APPLTED ETHICS AND TIIE PROBLEM OF
TMPLICIT METHODOLOGIES: INTRODUCTION

Over the last two decades, we have witnessed the emerge,nce of a seemingly new

branch ofphilosophy lnown as "applied ethics". To most, tlis new term, "applied ethics',, is

generalþ recognized as the area ofphilosophy that deals with practical moral issues that arise

in biomedicat business and e,nvironmental contexts. Unlike the general discipline of

philosophical ethics, which tl,pically centers on metaetlics and moral theory, applied ethics

solely concentrates on analyzing, and in some cases, solving, the concrete moral perplexities

we face today.

For many, this practical approach to ethics is refreshing. We can finally stop merely

+hinking about ethics and instead really do ethics. I happen to be one of those who finds the

emergence of applied ethics a welcome change from the abstract, often tired, discourse that

comprises "ordinary" philosophical ethics. Instead of the seemingly far-removed thought

experimelrts that aø as a testing ground for moral theories, we are fiorlly eryloying real cases

in our discussions ofnormative ethics. All sorts of concrete ethical issues are being tackled

head-on within this discþline, including euthanasia, genetic screening, medical resource

allocation, corporate moral reqponsibility, affrm¿tive action programs, animal testing and

natural resource depletion.
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However, as appealing as this practical approach to normative ethics sounds, I

embrace it with some reluctance. This is because although we are clear about what we arc

amafug and trying to "¡esolve" in applied ethics, it remains zuqpiciously unclear asto how

we Íre actualty doing applied ethics. This is eqpecially curious gven that moral philosophers

are now being called on, more than wer, to participate in aøivities where philosophers must

defend their moral conclusions (presumably in a convincing mannsr) amongst not only other

philosophers, but also tlose from other disciplines. These activities range from sitting on

hospital committees to forming public policies (on various levels), as well as restifying in

court as 'horal experts".

For some time now I have been puzzled by this apparent lack of methodologicat

discussion within applied etl.ics, eqpecially in bioethics. It seems to me that amongst the

plethora ofarticles, journals, seminars and even media contributions dedicated to conquering

issues in biomedical ethics today, there is a vagueness about how moral conclusions are in fact

derived. This is not to say that applied ethicists are guilty of neglecting to cite reasons for the

positions for u'ûich they argue within their reqpeøive media, as sureþ they do (e.g., appealing

to slippery slopes, injustice, moral obligations, etc.). However, it is to say that the whole

¡e¿56ning process being employed in applied ethics is rarely, if ever, made explicit. Even

through my own experiences in applied ethics settings (as limited as tley may be) I have

leamed that uåen if comes to methodology, much remains either vague or inTlicit. A perfect

exaqrle comes from the instruction sheet of a take-home exam gruen to students enrolled in

a medical ethics course with u¡hich I was recently invofued. The instructions read as follows:

'Using an ethical pfocess familiar to you, please discuss t}e ethical issues...You must come
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to a definite recommendation and provide an ethical basis for it." In many reqpects, I felt sorry

for these súudentg given that "ethical processes", although touched upon in the beeinning of

the course, were never realþ explicitþ discussed nor given adequate explanation. With all due

reqpect to those teaching this branch of applied efhics, I suggest that this aqpect of biomedical

ethics really needs to come to the forefront in order for this new discþline to have a true

philosophical and critical edge. Thus to summarize, the problem with applied ethics today is

that it remains unclear as to tle precise relationship betwee,n the body of knowledge found

\'\,ithin philosophical ethics as a whole and the resolution of concrete etlical dilemmas.

Conseque,lrtly, the projeø I set out for myself centres on answering the following tlree

questions: (I) What exactly are we applying in applied ethics? (2) How is ethics actually

being applied, if it is being applied at all? (3) Which approach proves most "strccessful" in

applied ethics?

To no one's su4lrise, inclucling my own, there is no one universally accepted set of

ans\¡/ers to tlese questions - different philosophers siryly have different approaches to

applied ethics. However, ufuat might come as somewhat of a surprise to some is tlat

philosophers also see'm to differ with reqpect to the goal or purpose of applied ethics. The fact

is, tle relativeþ ambitious goal of providing concrete solutions to moral problems or

advocating public policies, as suggested above, is not a goal shared by all philosophers. What

follows fromthis is that the answers to all tlree ofthe questions I have posed (eqpecially the

third question) are going to be inevitably contingent upon the particular goal the philosopher

has in mind. In other words, what is being applied, how it is being applied, and whether one

method of application proves to be a 'bettet" method than anotler, will be rel¿tive to tle
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assumed goal Given this, one would expect that the füst order of business here would be to

make a case for one particular goal of applied efhics. However, for reasons of clarity, brevity,

and quite frankly, fear of zuccumbing to an inextricable metaetlical and epistemological

debate, I have chose,n not to defend any one particular goal of applied ethics in tlis paper.

Ratler, my approach will be to answer the above questions in a hlpothetical manner, each

accor<ling to a specific goal (to be outlined in the procee¡ling section).

The remainder of this opening chapter will be dedicated to answering the ftst

question: What ß being applied in applied ethics? This question will be approached on a more

general lwel than the other two questions, with the mein intent sf unpacking the term "ethics"

in applied etlics. The second, third, and fourth chapters will be more qpecific in nature,

concentrating on elucidating, illustrating, contrasting and ultimateþ evaluating (relative to the

assumed goal) the tlree most widely discussed methodologies of applied ethics: (1) Ethical

engineering: a top-doram, monistic theory-based approach, (2) Principlism: a middle-down,

pluralistic principle-based approach and (3) Casuistry: a bottom-up, case-driven approach.

II. THE C,OAL(S) OF APPLIED ETHTCS

Whe'n philosophers step into the applied ethics are,na, exactly what do they hope to

achieve? To what end is their so-called 'horal expertise" directed? Like the issue of

methodology, this issre is also an iryficit part of applied ethics. While it is difficult to find any

direct attempts to reqpond to tlese questions in the applied ethics literature, one can infer

(fromthat same literature) that applied ethicists have either the first or both of the following

two objectives in mind:
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(l) To prwide concephtøl ønd moral arnlysis and clarification in hope of reøching
a greater degree of consensus amongst legitÌmate decision-makers in a given case.

(2) To provide morally correct action-guides for real cases baclæd by "moral
justification".

For the purposes of this paper, any approach to applied ethics that adhere s to both objectives

will be refened to as Prescrþtive Applied Ethics (Prescriptive AE), while on the other hand,

any approach to applied ethics that adheres to the first objective and only thefüst objective,

will be referred to as Facilitative Applied Ethics (Facilitative AE).

ilI. WTIAT IS BEING APPLIED TN '6APPLIED" ETHICS?

A. PRESCRIPTTVE APPLIED ETHICS:

As alluded to before, this new discþline "applied ethics", be it Prescriptive AE or

Facilitative AE, simply appears to invofue applyrng ethics to real cases. However, what is

meant by this rather general term "ethics"? What preciseþ are we applymg to these real-life

cases? Does "ethics" refer exclusively to the normative branch of ethics and the received

moral nrles, princþles and theories that are typically contained \¡/ithin it, or does the ,,ethics"

in "applied ethics" involve more than this? Much ofthe literature points to prescriptive AE

being, for tle most part, the application ofnormative princþles and tleories commonly found

in the normative branch of ethics, e.g., princlples ofjustice, utilitarianism, contractarianism,

Kantianisnq etc.. For exaryle, the term'bioetlics" (the most wideþ discussed form of

applied ethics) is defned in the Encyclopedia of Bioethlcs by IL Denns¡ Clouser as follows:

Medical ethics is a qpecial kind of ethics insofar as it relates to a particular realm of
facts and concems and not because it embodies or appeals to sõme qpecial moral
princþles or _methodology...It consists of the same mõral princþles and rules *e
woÌld ple.al t9, thel argue for, in ordinary circumstances. It is just that in
medical ethics tlese familiar moral rules are being applied to situations peculiar
to the medical world. I
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Simil¿¡þ, Ronald Green points out, in an article qpecifically dedicated to bioetlics

methodology, that:

Writers like Beauchamp, Childress, Walters, Pellegrino, Gorovitz md. ottrers
repeatedly describe bioethics as a form of "applied ethics", or "applied normative
ethics". This means that it invofues (but is not confined to) the application of general
ethical theories to the qpecific problems raised by medicine and biological research.z

It should certainþ come as no srprise that'his is ce,lrtral to doing Prescriptive AE given that

our concern here is effectively with normative questions, i.e., what one ought or ought not

to do. Howevet, as Green correctly inrylies, Prescriptive AE is not restricted only to the

application of normative ethical tleory. A more realistic and corylete account, I would

suggest, invofues t.he application ofboth metaethics and, general anolytic skills,in addition

to the rules, princþles and theories common to the normative branch of ethics.

l. Appþing Metaethics.' The role ofmøaethics is eqpecially @onant in prescriptive

AE' To reca[ hescriptive AE assumes that philosophers ought to advocate particular

solutions to particular moral problems so long as they can 'horaþ justi$" those conclusions.

As a result, philosophers doing Prescrþtive AE mr's¡ presumably have some account of what

constitutes moral justification in ethical discourse. Such an account will likely involve

justification at two levels: (1) At the normative level,where there is an initial appeal to one

o1 more normative rules, princþles and tleories and (2) At the metaethical or

epistemological level, where the¡e is a (usually irylicit) appeal to a tLeory of the nature of

moraljustification, or if you will a moral episemology. It is at this second level where the

philosopher's metaethical asnrrytions are inevitably brought to bear on tle moral problem

at the case-level. This is because it is one's theory of the nature of moral
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þsrification/reasoning that uhimateþ provides the justification for the princþles and theories

used at tle norm¿tive level.

Theories of the nature ofmoralþstification are mos.. oftenfoundat¡ornl approaches

to morality, uihere moral values and princþles are justified in virtue of more fi¡ndamental

metaphysical and/or theological beließ, e.g., intuitionism, descrþtivism, divine command

theory, etc.. Formally defined, 'lnoral foundationalism" holds that 'bne's moral beliefp is

justifiedþst in casep is either (a) foundational (ie., noninferentially justified or selÊþst4nng)

or (b) based on the appropriate kind of inference fiom foundational beließ."3 While moral

foundationalism has been traditionaþ favoured by philosophers, many more conremporary

phfosophers have found favour vøth coherence theones ofjustification. The idea behind

cohere,nce accounts is that justification is determined in virtue of how moral judgments .1t,,

with other considered moral (and nonmoral) þdgments. Moreover, 'lnoral coherentism,'

holds that "one's moralbeliefp isjustified insofar asp is part of a coherent system of beliefs,

both moral and nonmora\ and p's coherence at least partlrrlly explains why one holdsp.,a

Whether one is definitively a moral foundationalist or a moral coherentist, the fact remains

that one (or perhaps more than one) theory ofthe nature of moral justification is always being

applied in Prescrþtive AE.

Perhaps an exaryle can heþ clarify howjusification - both at the normative level and

at the epistemological level - operates in Prescriptive AE. Tmagine a debate betwee,n two

people over the legalization ofphysician-assisted suicide. On the one hand, we have Z 'in

favor oflegaltzaton and, on t.he other, we have B'uåo denounces it. Suppose after stating

each of their reqpective positions on the matter,l presses B for the reasoning behind his
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moral stance and B initially reqponds by claiming: "Giving someone a lethal injection, no

matter ulhat motivation lies behind it, amounts to killing an innsesnl human being and killing

an innocent human being is always wrong!" At this point, A now goes one step further and

asks ,B about ttre justification that lies behind this belief about tle wrongness of killing

innocent human beings. At first, -B seems frusrated by this line of questioning, as he had never

thought of this belief as one that needed to be justified;it seemed to be something that was

obviousþ or selÊwidelrtþ true. However, after further reflection, B comes to the realtzation

that the justification for this belief is grounded upon a more basic beliefl nameþ in the belief

that God commendsusto refrain from zuch actions. Accorrtingly, we can infer tle following

about B's moral reasoning process: (l) To justrfy his moral judgment at the normative level,

B is appþing a rule prohibiting the killing ofinnoce,nt hum¿n beings and (2) In order to justify

the rule prohibiting the killing of innocent human beings, B is applying a foundational

approach to moral justification such that God,s commands are the fundamental theoloeical

beließ.

As a fnal note about the role ofmetaethics in Prescrþtive AE, I want to point out that

deqpite its emphasis on justifying the moral prescrþtions it advocates, justification at the

epistemological level is sometLing that is almost never made explicit. In the same article

(mentioned above) on bioethics methodology, Ronald Green draws attention to the fact that

nuny moral philosophers (who appear to be doing hescriptive AE) ,e.g., Rawls, Gewirth,

Gert, Taylor, and otlers, have little difficulty skirting metaethicaVepistemological issues.
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Specifically, Green asks:

How, for example, when principles are in conflict, is it possible to make progress in
normative discussion unless one has at hand some procedure for establishing
priorities among principles, and how is that procedure defended apart ûom a
more basic understanding ofthe moral reasoning process?s

Speculating why this might be, is in itself alarge question that I shall make no attempt at

answering here. Nonetheless, it seeüN to be reasonable to eryect that tlose doing hescriptive

AE recognize that metaethical assurytions are inevitabþ brought to bear on moral judgments

at the caselevel and conseque,ntþ, such assumptions must be made explicit (to some degree)

in a similar way that justification is at the normative level.

2. Applying General Analytic Skills: In addition to applying theories of the nature

moralþstification and of course various norm¿tive tleories, the "etlics" in Prescriptive AE

also involves the appeal to geræral arnþtic skills æmmon to all philosophers. These general

analytic skills to which refere,nce is being made are comprised of mainly tuo elements: (l)

Conceptuøl analysis and clarification and (2) Producing and evaluating argumentation.

If there is one necessary component to the applied ethics discipline as a whole

(including both Prescrþtive and Facilitative AE) it would certainly be that of conceptual

analysis and clarification. Within biomedical circles, this e,lrtails the critical examination and

elucidation of complex concE)ts zuch as 'euthanasia', 'autonomy', 'informed consent',

Justice', 'competence' , 'personhood', 'voluntariness', 'death', 'dþg', 'disclosure', etc..

Conceptual analysis may involve making distinctions and sub-distinctions, pointing out

ambþousterms, and moreover, producing more corylete definitions. For exarnple, within

the euthanasia debate, before \¡/e even try to reconcile the various principles and theoretical
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considerations that are cited in zupport of or in opposition to this practice, we must come to

grips with the ratler complicated notion of 'mercy killing' and the various concepts that

surround its discussion. More qpecifically, we must ask ourselves rrrlhat the conceptual

difference is, if any, bøwee,n 'lcilling" and 'letting die" and acts of "commission" as opposed

to 'bmission". $imilerly, it may be argued that normative questions surrounding the issue of

abortion will remain unanswered so long as \¡/e avoid the corylex, yet certainly anaþable

concepnral issues that lie undemeath" e.g., making more erylicit the criteria for 'þersonhood".

In these two examples, it is easy to see 1þs irrTortant role conceptual analysis and

clarifi.cation can play within applied sthiss, as the normative issues surrounding a case (i.e.,

pertaining to what one ought to do) seem dependent upon the clarification of oonceptual

issues. What this initial process of analysis and clarification hopes to achieve is that in some

instances the moral çsnflicts that we face at the outset, can be explained away. In other

words, as a result of a more complete understanding of the concepts involved, legitimate

decisionmakers can make a decision free from conflict and distress. However, even if

conceptual analysis and clarification cânnot itself totally eliminate the conflict, (whether that

confliø resides within oneself or wittr anotler) we can at least expect that this process wilt

in the end, pinpoint a more accurate source for tle moral disagreement.

Another eleme,nt that is presumed to be necessary within applied ethics (both

Prescriptive and Facilitative) is the produøion and anaþsis of argume,ntation. Here, the

philosopher is interested not only in constructing moral arguments but also in evaluating the

arguments and justification processes used by other decisionmakers. The philosopher has at

hislher diwosal the sharp ability to pick out errors and unwarranted leaps of logic in moral
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persuasion, to cite counter-examples and point out disanalogous reasoning. In a paper

dedicated to the role ofphilosophers in the public policy process, Richard Momeyer maintains

that tlis elemert invofues "constructing elegant, tightly reasoned arguments; uncovering

hidden assumptions; showing the une4pected consequences of consistently applying a

princþle or rule; showing vvhere important questions have been begged; revealing fallacies

in reasoning, and on and on...'f

B. FACILITATTVE APPLIED ETHICS

The three elements tåat are applied in Prescriptive Applied Ethics - normative

precepts, metaetlics and general analytic skills - are the same elements that get applied in

Facilitative Applied Ethics. However with Facilitative AE, the role ofnormative precepts and

metaethics tend to differ substantialþ. As for the role of general analytic skills, what has been

said in regard to hescriptive AE also holds true for Facilitative AE.

I. Applying Normative Ethics: Untike Prescrþtive AE, Facilitative AE does not

appeal to norm¿tive rules, principles and theories for tle pu{pose of 'lnoral justification',.

Instead, it is likely that most philosophers doing Facilitative AE call upon these preceprs to

identify 'lelevant moral considerations" or to construct an initial 'lnoral backdrop,'for tle

case at hand. Generally what is invofued here is tlat philosophers are relied upon to flag

morally relevant rules, principles, theories that wanant consideration, e.g., .patient

autonomy', 'sanctity of life', þstified patemalism', þstice', 'utilitarianism', etc., which in

tum serve to facilitate moral discourse among the appropriate decision-mafte¡s. Within

Facilitative AE, no one of these moral precepts is necessarily weighted more heavily than

another; they are initialþpresented to decision-makers with the exclusive intent ofproviding
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them\¡iith a muftþlicity of moralperqpeøives. Presumably, philosophers are, more tlan any

other concemed body, well-suited for this task as their training is for the most part, geared

towards understanding and critically evaluating not some but all of these moral dimensions.

Bynot atteryting to justify, or advocate in anyway, one particular moral precept (or

group of moral precepts), there is a sense of 'horal neutrality" or'horal objectivity" with

respect to the role ofnormative ethics in Facilitative AE. While this may be the case, one must

keep in mind that this does not in any way imply that philosophers doing Facilitative AE are

without moral commitments altogether. Allthat this confrms is that for one reason or another

(to be discussed below) the Facilitative applied ethicist has reservations about revealing those

commitments within tLis context.

2. The Role ofMetaethics: With Facilitative AE, metaethical aszumptions come into

play only insofar as philosophers must justify their relativeþ limited role in applied ethics.

In other words, the only reason for an appeal to metaethical assurytions at all would be if

(those doing Facilitative AE) are prompted to justify the claim that providing concrete moral

resolutions for qpecific cases is an inappropriate task for applied ethicists. Reasons for

thinking 1þ¿f this is an inappropriate task will likely vary, nonetheless, in most cases I zuqpect

that these reasons are linked to personally unresofued metaethical issues zuch as the

'þroblem ofthe criterion" or'qthe controversialnature ofthe relationshþ between metaethical

and normative claims" or 'the epistemological status of moral language". philosophers who

choose to do Facilitative AE are obviousþ of the opinion that deqpite the inability to come

to grþs with these foundational questions, they, as philosophers, can still make a significant

contribution to ttre applied ethics discþline in the form of 'lnoral facilitator".
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Finally, ulhat needs to be pointed out, irreqpective of one's conception of the goal of

applied ethicg is that in order for an apptied ethicist to be effective, one must also be capable

of coryrehending the relevant facts surrounrling the case at hand. As an example, consider

the empirical issues invofued in making an ethical decision in the field of biomedicine. Before

any course ofmoral action can be advocated, various social and medical inform¿tion must be

acquired. For exaryle, we need to consider iryortant questions zuch as: What is the primary

source for moral "cliscomfort"? What is the rate of success of the treatment? What are the

optional methods of treatment, if any? Can we reasonably predict the medical consequences

of certain treatue,lrts or methods of care? Unless we have the appropriate background to deal

with these questions, no level of 'horal e4pertise" and philosophical training will be of heþ

to one trying to do medical ethics. What can be inferred from this is tlat applied ethics not

onþ requires the application ofnormative precepts, anatytic skills and metaethics, but also the

application of background knowledge particular to the applied field, e.g., biomedicine,

environmental science, business, etc. Thus it seems fair to say that applied ethics is not a

discþline soleþ for philosophers. One philosopher who has been adamant about this point is

Arthur Caplan, who clearþ denounces a "strictly philosophical" approach to the field of

bioethics:

It is not at all obvious uihy those schooled in moral theory would be adept at applþg
their skills to moral issues in the biomedical sciences. After al! e4pertise in moral
theoryhardþ qualifies one for service in the empirically arcane lands ofbiomedicine.
Iftechnical slcr'lls pfus a mastery of eryirical fact and scientific theory is not the stuff
of which sound moral þdgment is made, it is also true that a knowledge of ethics
simpliciter is not going to be sufficient for tle analysis of theory policy iszues and
moral choices in the biomedical scie,nces.T

As it tums out, it appears many share this belief as formal ethics committees have standardlv
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bee,n made up ofvarious experts, including physicians, lawyers, psychologists, etc., not just

'horal experts".

Thus far, I have attempted to provide a summary of what is generally applied in

applied ethics. To recap, we have seen that both Facilitative AE and Prescriptive AE involve

an appeal to essentialTy three things: (l) Normative rules, principles and theories (2)

Metaethics and (3) Ge,neral analytic skill5. ¡¡1the following three chapters, the tlree most

widely discussed approaches to applied ethics will be illustrated, compared and contrasted

preciseþ in these terms. In other words, for each reqpective methodology, I propose to reveal

its normative content, its metaethical assumptions (or lack thereoÐ, and the extent of its use

of general analyic skills.
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----- CX-I/LX)TER flooooooFãaa: a a éÈFFa: aã È é déÉÉÉ Éè éF a =

E THICAL ENGtrNEERT]YG : TÍ{E S TATYÐARÐ,
PR.E-REFT,ECTXVE MOÐEL OF APPLTED ETHÍCS

I. INTRODUCTTON

Upon surveþg the various applied etlics methodologies used today, it seems

appropriate to start with the model most philosophers seem to have been emploþg during

the inception of applied ethics. Generally, the philosophers doing applied ethics in the earþ

to middle seventies, advocated a 'top-down" approach which invofued a straightforward

application oftraditional ethical theory to concrete problems. By "ethical theory" ¡ ¿6 simply

refening to one general moral princþle or more than one explicitly related set of principles.

The presurytion was that particular moral judgments could be deducedfrom ethical theory,

and as a result, the critical question in applied etLics was: Which particular ethical theory is

to be applied? Once the "correct" moral theory had been identified, the only thing left to do

was to determine, with reference to the relevant facts surrounding the case, whether the moral

action contemplated was covered by that principle or explicitly related set ofprincþles.

Admittedly, there is little evidence to support the idea tlat this approach to applied

ethics was the only approach adopted by philosophers in the earþ to middle seventies.

However, if we look back to the some of the first philosophical publications in tle field,

especially the anthologies written for pedagogical purposes, it is appare,nt tlat the ethical

engineering model is most definitd the methodology being used. For example, one of the

first bioethics anthologies to be published was Moral Problems in Medicine (1976) by
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Samuel Gorovitz et. al. Esse,ntially, the way the book is laid out is such that there are two

preliminary chapters dedicated to explaining the two major ethical theories - utilitarianism and

Kantianiffi - and once these are e4plained, the traditional moral problems in medicine such

as physician-patient relationships, deatl and dying and allocation of medical resources are

then discussed in light of these two tleories. Unlike some of the anthologies in biomedical

ethics today, methodolory, as a topic in itsel{ is sirnply not addressed in tlese earþ texts. In

Gorctntz'sMoral Problems forinstance, the onþ e4licit referemces to metlodology, are two

paragraphs found in the introduction u¡hich state:

The moral philosopher [interested in in the general area ofmedical etlics] wants to
1¡ make moralþ correct decisions and perform morally correct actions. Ideally, such
principles or princþle will be comprehensive (applicable to all case thar arise),
decisive (yielding an answer in all cases), and justified (defensible against other
proposed principles). Further, we want the princþles or principle to be qpecific
enough to give us actual guidance in real cases. "8

Granted, this in no way reflects a complete nor exclusive methodological account of earþ

applied ethics, but certainly this gives one a good sense of what was generally being

advocated by philosophers at this time.

In order to depict a more corylete account sfthis applied ethics methodology, I have

decided to borow Arthur Caplan's "e,ngineering model" of applied etlics (tlus the chapter

title, 'Ethical Engineering"). fsso¡rting to Caplan, the following was, and still is, the

"standard view"e of applied ethics:

(t) there is a body of knowledge conceming ethics that persons can be more or less
Fg\yle+ge.able about;(z) thi: knowledge béco..mes "appïed" in medical settings by:
(a) deducing conclusions from theoríes in lisht of ielevant emirical Acti ari¿
descrþtions of circumstances and (b) analvzine pioperlv the processbf tne deduction
(ie., watching for logical fallacies, ambi$iitieiiñ thè mêaninÅ of kev terms. imnroner
classifications of entities, misdessbtionl etc.); and (3) the prõcess õf aoolvjns èthical
knowledge to-m- oral proble'ms mrst be cárried ôut in aí iryartiul, disintèiesteõ, value-
free manîer. lo
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What clearþ distinguishes tle engineering model from other, more contemporary

models of applied etlics is tle notion of "deducing conclusions from tleories" that we find

in (2a). Notice howwer, deduøion is a legitimate process here only because of the underlying

assurytion that all moral judgments are justified in a systematic way such tlat they are, in

effect, traceable to one overarching moral theory. Therefore, it is said that ethical engineers

hold a monistic view on the nature ofmoral judgments, or in otler words, a "one-theory-fits-

allpichue ofmoral analysis".rt But as zuggested earlier, the crucial question that remains is:

Which moral theory 'fits all"? As can be expected, there is no consen$rs amongst

philosophers in regard ¿6 this question. Presumably some philosophers will pronounce

utilitarianism as tle all-encompassing moral theory as where others will defend Kantianism

and yet others might even argue for a contractarian tÏeory of etlics. At any rate, the whole

debate surreunding the one "correct" moral theory is something that is effectively up for

grabs here with tle ensineering model.

Given this, we can see that ethical engineering is not qpecific in regard to its normative

content; there is no one theory or principle that comes attached to this model. Consequently,

this makes the engineering model very difficult to assess (in the terms outlined in Chapter

One) unless of course we can fill in the norm¿tive conte,nt with one theory or another. Thus

in the following section, I propose to illustrate and critically evaluate the engineering model

by incorponttng the most prevalent normative moral theory in the twentieth centur¡r:

utilitarianism-
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X. THE UTII,ITARTAN ENGINEERING MODEI,

In order to keep things as simple as possible here, I have decided to approach the

Utilitarian Engineering Model (tiEM) from the point of view of Classical fltilitarianisnt

commonly attributed to John Stuart Mill. Mill's Classical Utilitarianism can be summarized

as follows:

First, actions are to beþdged right and wrong solely in virtue of tleir consequences.
Nothing else matters Right actions are simply those that have the best consequences.

Second, in assessing consequences, the only thing that matters is the amount of
happiness or unhappiness that is caused. Everything else is irrelevant. Thus right
actions are those that produce the greatest balance of happiness over unhappiness.

Third, in calculating tle happiness or unhappiness that will be caused, no one's
happiness is to be counted as more imlortant than anyone else's. Each person's
welfare is equally important.t2

Accordingly, the normative content ofthe utilitarian engineering model (ttEM) is made up

of the princþle of utility and only the princþle of utiüty, which, in short, equates to the

directive that states: 'CIne ahvays ought to do that u¡hich maximizes happiness and minimizes

unhappiness for all tlose affected". Given this, the most central aqpect of the UEM will

involve deducing particular moral judgments from the princþle of utility in light of relevant

case circumstances. An example can best illustrate how the UEM will work as an applied

etlics metlodology.

Consider Mr. G, a øanþ, stubborn, independent-minded, seve,lrty-four year old father

and grandfather, just diagnosed with prostatic cancer u¡hich is deemed incurable and

inoperable. Once given the diaenosis, his physician of seven years, Dr. I{, reas$res him that

ahhough his condition will in fact worsen over the next few years, good palliative treatment

is available. When Dr. H asked Mr. G ifhe had any questions at this point and time, Mr. G
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responded by saying, 'No, f don't have any questions but I will tell you something, doc'.

Nobody, but nobody is to be told about this r¡nder any circumstances, including my wife . Do

you understand?!" Initially, Dr.H tells IvIr. G that this might not be in his best interest and

suggests that the tlree of them ought to sit dovrm and discuss his condition together.

Unfornrnateþ, this line ofreasoning does not prove convincing for Mr. G and as a result, Dr.

H dutifirlþ but unwi[ingly reqpects Mr. G's wishes. About three months later, Dr. H receives

a phone call from Mrs. G reporting that her husband's condition has worsened substantially

and ahhough ldr. G de,lries any discomfort, he clearþ appears to be in severe pain, eqpecially

when urinating. For the first time since the diagnosis, Mrs. G pleads with Dr.H to tell her

what is "goiog on" end insists that she feels helpless just standing by and watching her

husband suffer and is also concemed that he has put off several appointments since the

disgnosis. Knowing that on one hand, disclosing the nature ofMr. G's condition to Mrs. G

breaches doctor-patient con-fidentiality, while on the other hand, not telling Mrs. G is in all

likelihood not in the best interest of his patient, Dr. H is seemingly faced with a moral

dilemma: Does he or does he not tell Mrs. G about the prostate cancer?

Welt according to the UEIVI, the füst step towards resofuing this dilemma is to gather

all ofthe relevant facts ofthe case. Specifically from the information given above, I think we

can infer two relevant pieces of information: Firstly, considering Mr. G's intractable

disposition, there is good reason to tlink that his condition might worsen sooner tlan he

admits to himself and others that he needs medical attention. Secondly, if Mrs. G was

informed ofhis condition, there is hope that she, or perhaps his children, could perzuade Mr.

G to seek treatment immediateþ. Other relevant inform¿tion which cannot necessarily be
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directly inferred from the information given nnrst also be taken into account. This may involve

fintting answers to questions such as: What risks does Mr. G expose himself to ifhe delays

medical treatment? Is one of tlose risks a significantly hastened death? Does Mr. G have a

wish to die? Is Mr. G ¿ ssmpetent individual?

The next stql according to the UEM is to clarify and analyze any and all relevant

concepts, moral or non-moral. In the case given, one could argue that concepts such as

'patemalism', 'doctor-patie,nt confidentiality', 'autonomy', and 'coryetence' are all relevant

and inneed offirther clarification and analysis. For example, among other things, the ethical

engineer might want to draw attention to the distinction between violations of rights to

privacy and violations of con-fidentiality or perhaps might also want to provide the

decisionmakers wit,h some of the various interpretations of paternalism, (e.g., Feinberg's

distinction between strong and weak patemalism).

Once the ethical e,ngineer has attempted to clarify these relevant concepts as much as

possible, helshe is now in a position to appþ the principle of utility to the case at hand. Quite

simply, this amounts to answering the following question: Will telling Mrs. G about the

prostate cancer maximize or minimize the happiness for everyone affected? As can be

e4pected, tle answer to this question is not absolute in nature, but nonetheless we can

presumably form some conclusions based on probable outcomes. In this case, it seems fair

to saythat, allthingsbeing equal, telling Mrs. G about the prostate cancer will result in more

happiness than unhappiness for Mrs. G lvlr. and Mrs. G's children and grandchildre,n and for

Dr. Ft It also may be argued that r'ltimeteþ it will result in more happiness for Mr. Ç himself

deqpite the fact that he might be caused much initial rmh¿ppiness. Taking all of these
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probabilities into consideration, it may be argued tlat the amount ofhappiness resulting from

telling Mrs. G outweighs the unhappiness, and thus ¿çss¡rting to the UEM, Dr. H. ought to

disclose tlis otherwise confidential medical information to Mrs. G. [One may notice that in

terms ofnormative justification, the UEM operates in the same way as the more commonly

knor¡m norm¿tive theory act-utilitarianism;both approach the question ofwhat one ought

to do from the perryective ofhow this particular action affects the balance of happiness over

unhappiness, not how the generalized action, ie., moral rule, affects the balance of

happiness svs¡ trnhappiness. In both cases \¡/e see that moral rules are completeþ by-passed,

as the princþle ofutiþ is siryty applied directly to the case and a particular moral judgment

is deduced from that principle.l

Now that we have seen how justification works at the normative level in the UEM,

I now want to consider how the principle of utility is itselfjustified, and thus make explicit

some ofthe metaethical assumptions brought to bear on the Utilitarian Engineering Model.

Keeping in mind that for tle purposes of this paper the UEM is to be understood according

to a Mllean point ofview, these aszurytions will be drawn out by s¡¿mining Mill's theory

ofvalue and his theory of the nature ofmoral justification.

According to Mll, uÀat is good in and ofitse$ good as an e,nd, and what has intrinsic

value is happiness and onþ happiness. This view is considered to be a, hedonist theory of the

good or theory ofvalue. Mill's defe,nse ofthis theory ofvalue is found in the fourth chapter

of Utilitarianism elnrtÍled "ûfWhat Sort ofProofis the Princþle of Utility is Susceptible" and

it ishere uåere we get some insight regarding his theory of the nature of moral justific¿tion.

Quite s@ly, tle argume,nt grven in zupport of his hedonist doctrine is that as a matter of
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fact, human nature is such that we do desire happiness and because we do desire it, and

uhimately desire it alone, it follows that it is the only thing desirable.In his oram words, Mill

argues that:

If the opinion which I have now stated is psychologically true - if human nature is
so constituted as to desire asrhing which is not either a part of happiness or a means
of happiness - we can have no other proof and we require no other, that tlese are
the only things desirable. If so, happiness is the sole end of human action, and the
promotion of it the test by which to judge of all human conduct; from whence it
necessarily follows that it must be the criterion of morality, since a part is included
in the whole.13

Arguing on tlis basis is clearþ a foundational approach to moral justification whereby the

very faa.that we do desire happiness, is the ftndamentalpsychologicaVnaturalistic foundation

on which morality is grounded. Generally speaking, to hold this view is to be an ethical

nahtralist - one uiho maintains that moral terms zuch as 'good' can be defined in non-moral,

empirical terms. Thus to summarize, we may conclude that with reqpect to metaethical

content, the (Classical) UEM enryloys botl a hedonist theory ofvalue and afoundøtiornl

theory ofthe nature ofmoral justification, namely, ethical naturalism-

Now that the metaethical normative and analytical aspects of the UEM have been

made erylicit, I now want to consider how this methodology might be assessed and critically

evahuted in ltght of each of the two goals of applied ethics that have been outlined thus far:

Prescriptive Applied Ethics and Facilitative Applied Ethics.

What úould be noted about the proceeding evaluation, and all subsequent evaluative

discourse relative to Prescrþtive AE, is that tlis autlor does not share in the belief that a

true accot¡nt of morality is sometLing that we can acquire 'lcnowledge of', and as a result,

waluating a methodolory's abiþ to yield 'lnorally correct" action-guides will not simply be
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a matter of holding up these various metlodologies to ttre 'horal truth" to see how each

measures up. Keeping in stride with this line of reasoning and my earlier insistence on

refraining fromlengthy debates converging at the meta-levef evaluating these methodologies

will also not invofue atteryts criticalþ to assess ethical naturalism as a plausible theory of the

nature ofmoralþstification nor hedonism as tLe correct theory ofvalue. Instead, this author

is of the opinion that tLe best that can be offered in terms of evaluating these models of

applied ethics (on prescrþtive grounds) is to examine how they fare against criticism by those

uiho professionalþreflect upon tlese m¿tters, ie., philosophers. Short of the criteria of truth,

traditionally, the criteria used by philosophers to evaluate the "correcüress" of normative

theories have involved features zuch as clarity, sirylicity, explanatory power,

determinateness, practicability, coherence, completeness, fecundity, etc.. Of these various

criteria, it seems that there are three particularþ relevant considerations for applied ethics.

They are: (I) Determinateness: an applied ethics methodology must produce clear,

nnambiguous, and determinate resolutions to concrete ethical problems (2) Completeness:

an applied ethics methodology must to a certain degree account for a wide array of moral

values. The more moral values it can account for, tle more complete or comprehe,nsive it is

(3) Discursiveness: an applied ethics methodology must produce moral resolutions that can

be backed by reason, i.e., moral resolutions tÏat are neither arbitrary nor purely intuitive in

nature.

II. PRESCRIPTTVE APPLTED ETHICS AND THE UEM

To recall, Prescriptive Applied Ethics is defined as a goal of applied ethics such that

it is the philosopher's job to: (a) provide conceptual and moral analysis and clarification in
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hope ofreaching a greater degree of consensus amongs legitimate decision-makers and (b)

provide morally correct action-guides for real cases backed by moral justification. It is the

objective we find in '(b)' that clearþ distinguishes Prescrþtive AE from Facilitative AE and

thus it is also here where we must euglge our evaluative discussion of the UEM. Can the

UEM provide moralþ correct and moralþþstified aøion-guides for real ethical problems and

dilemmas? Ffisoricalþ, it has been the contention of many philosophers tlat tle most serious

problem facing utilitarianism is tlat the principle of utility, taken alone, without

zupplementation, is not sfficient for a norm¿tive etlical tleory; it is not a complete moral

theory. Consequently, it may argued that the biggest difficulty (not necessarily the only

diffculty) with the r¡tilitarian engineering model of applied ethics is that it is unable to

account for the variety of moral values brought forth by the specific cases it füces.

The most standard type of objection directed at utilitarianism is one which is based

upon the claim that there are instances where maximizing happiness for all those affected

leadsnot to r¡Àat is moralþ correct but rather to what is obviousþ morally incorrect. Several

such "counter-examples" have bee,n offered by philosophers over the years but one of the

most notorious exaryles is HJ. Mcloskey's 'lace riot" exanryle. Mcloskey's exaryle is set

out as follows:

Suppose a utilitarian were visiting an area in u¡hich there was aructal strife, and that
during that visit, a Negro rapes a ulhite womân, and that race riots occrr as a result
of the crime, white mobs, with the connivance of the police, bashing and killing
Negroes, etc. Suppose too that our utilitarian is in tle area ofthe crime when it was
committed such that his testimony would bring about the conviction of a particular
Negro. If he knows that a quick arrest will sop the riots and þchings, surely as a

utilitarian" he rrnrst conclude that he has a duty to bear false witness in order to bring
about the punishment of an innoce,nt person.ta
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Of course what this particular example intends to illustrate is that the princþle of utility is

unacceptable to the eÉent it does not account for justice, or more concisely, the moral ideal

that we ought to punish only accor¡ling to desef. Moreover, this example, and many others

like it, te,nd to sugges that utilitarianism by its very nature is far too narrow in scope, as it

focusses only on consequences and the fulfillment of happiness while ignoring other

components of morality such as the sanctity of life princþle, individual moral rights,

commandments of the Decalogue and, of course, justice. Presumably those who take tlis

line against utilitarianism view tlese components to be necessary for morality or somehow

independenl of consequences. It has also been argued tlat there is sometLing severely

misguided about the idea that morality is contingent upon what just so happens to make us

huppy.After all, if as a matter of fact, the fulfillment of everyone'shappiness (for some

reason) did not include the moral imperative tlat we ought to reqpect human life, morality

might then seem like a very peculiar e,nterprise. In sunq utilitarianism is said to fail because

our conception ofmorality is much more complex and pluralistic in nature than utilitarianism

is willing to concede, and accordingly, it is said to be an inssmplete or incomprehensive

theory.

Admittedþ, there are several reqponses that utilitarians have historicaþ mede against

this charge, including the reryonse that notions ofjusice, sanctity of life and human rights can

all be subsumed rmder the princþle ofutility itse[ ie., whe,n we reaþ think about it, the only

reason we embrace tlese notions in the first place is because tley maximize happiness not

because theyhave some sort of independe,nt, pre-emine,nt status.rs Nonetheless, eve,n thougb

the charge ofincorylete,ness is not itself a knock-doum argument against the theory, it was,
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and probably always will be, what most casts doubt on its ability to yield morally correct

action-guides.

IIL FACILITATTYE AE AND THE TIEM

Related to the above criticism is ttre charge that as a result of its incompleteness, the

UEM is also not conducive to yielding a great degree of consensus among decision-makers.

Really, the argument is quite simple. Ifin fact utilitarianism cânnot account for other moral

values distinct from maximizing happiness, like the sanøity of life principle or justice, there

is also reason to tlink that the tlEM will not be an effective facilitative device in applied

ethics. After alt how, for example, can we expect the various decisionmakers on a hoqpital

policy committee to reach a greater degree of consensus via a theory that is, generally

speaking, unreflective of a wide range of moral values? This weakness attributed to

utilitarianim becomes wen more wident u¡hen it is juxtaposed with other normative theories

the facilitator may draw upon that supposedly can better handle a variety of moral

perqpeøives. For exaryle, Tom Beauchanp and James Chfdress''þrincþlism' methodology

is grounded in what they call a 'bommon morality theory of ethics" and they ttink that this

ty,.pe of normative theory is obviousþ a better tool for yielding consensus in applied etlics

thrn, say, utilitarianim. In a chapter dedicated to surveþg the various types of etLical tLeory

used in biomedical ethics. thev write:

We cannot reasonably expect that a contested moral tleory flike utilitariânism] \¡,iill
be better for praøical decisionmaking and policy developme,nt than the morality that
serves as our common de,nominator. Far more social conse,nsus exists about
princþles and rules drar¡m from the common morality (for example, our four
principles) than about ttreories. 16

The other difficulty that the UEM faces a facilitative model is that many instances,
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identifying all of tLe relevant moral agents whose happinesVunhappiness ought to be

considered, ie., ulho makesup "all those affected" in our utility calculation, will be met with

little or no consensus at all. The types of cases that will most obviousþ reflect this difficulty

willbe cases involving reproductive, matemal or genetic iszues where decisionmakers might

need to consider tle interests of 'þotential persons" (fetuses) or defective neonates whose

status in tle moral community is, quite frankly, very ambiguous. Howevet, one can also

imagne this to be a problem for the more siryle, common, cases in biomedical ethics too.

Consider a clinical clerk in her sixh week at the hoqpital whom is given an opportunity to do

her first hrmbar punchue on a womân suqpected to have meningitis. Considering the pain that

can be inflicted on the patient if this procedure is not executed properþ, the question arises:

Should tle patie,nt be informed that this is the clerk's first lumbar puncture? At firs, this

might seem like a very easy câse to settle for decisionmakers incoqporating the UEM. After

all, it would seem that the only person's welfare we need to consider is the patient's.

Howwer, I suqpect that ifphysicians made up a sesment of the ¿ssisisnmakers in this case,

they migbt insist that the welfare of proqpective physicians, like our clerk in this case, ought

to enter into the utility calculation just the same. They might argue that if they always

disclosed the fact that tlis was an intem's first procedure, no matter what procedure that

might be, patients might never give consent and proper clinical experience might never be

gained. So we see that to uåomwe extend the utilitarian calculation to include is not always

going to be clearwith tle UEM, and as a result, cause much disagreement, tlereby severeþ

i.pediog its ability to be a zuccessfirl facilitative device in applied ethics.
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rS TÍIERE í,ÍFE AFTER ÐE.{TT{
FOR CASUTSTRY?

T. WI{AT IS CASUISTR.Y?

Another metåodology that has been advanced, eqpecially in the last ten years, is a

case-ddven method that takes a fundamentally different approach to applied ethics. This

methodology has ofte,n been refe,rred to as a 'bottom-up" approach (which contrasts with the

"top down" theory-driven approach). It is referred to as bottom-up simply because it starts

at the case lwel itself; it is the f¿cts and circumstances that surround the particular case that

fuel the moral ¡e¿ssning process. The leading advocates for a case-drive,n methodology are

Albert Jonse,n and Stephen Toulmin. It was their collaborative effort, The Abrce of Casuistry,

published in 1988, that really brought to the fore the bottom-up approach to applied ethics.

Here, they defend a secularized version of the Roman Catholic priesthood practice of

casuistry r¡fuich was prominent in the sixteenth and seve,nteenth centuries. Although most of

the book concetÍrates on an historical approach, uncovering tle reasons why "casuistry" was

and still is considered a pejorative term and 'bhat misconceptions have led philosophers to

deny'case ethics'any reqpectable intellectualpedigrêê"", the remainder of the book is

dedicated to defending the idea that "the cazuists' art has a legitimate and central part to play

in practical etlics. " 
18

But ufuat exactly is casuisry? Tuming to a standard dictionary definition to answer

this question is misleading, as Jonsen ¿¡d fsrrlmin point out in the opening chapter oftheir
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book The o>trord Fnglish Dictionary defines casuistry as: "the part of ethics which resolves

cases of conscie,lrce, appb,ng the general nrles of religion and morality to particular instances

in which circumstances alter cases or in which there appears to be a conflict of duties."re It

is eaqy to see raåy Jonsen ¿¡d fsrrlmin cntictze the accuracy of this definition, as on the face

ofit, this definition looks blatantly'top-doram". They argue that a more adequate definition

of casuistry involves the following:

the interpretation of moral issues, using procedures based on paradigms and
analogies, leading to the formulation of expert opinion about tle existence and
stringency of particular moral obligations, framed in terms of rules or maxims
that are general but not universal or invariable, since they hold good with certainty
only in the [lpical conditions ofthe agent and circumstances of action. 20

According to Jonsen and Toulmin, the cazuistic approach to applied ethics proceeds

in exactþthe same mânner as clinical medicine; both cazuistry and clinis¿l medicine operâre

on the premise that one's experience and familiarity with certain features ofpast cases serve

as theþstification for one's present diagnostic process. In an attempt to further bring out the

methodological similarities, they claim that :

Formally a medical condition is defined by tle classical description, and this
is a usefirl guide in identifying diseases that are met coryarativeþ rarely. But
a descrþtion is clinically fruitfirl only when it is based on perceptive study of
actual cases, and it is practically effective only if paradigmatic cases exist to
show in actual fact u¡hat can otherwise only be stated; nameþ, the actual onset,
slmdromes, and course typical of the condition. Given this tøconomy of known
conditions and the paradigmatic cases that exemplû the various ty¡les, diagnosis
then becomes a kind of perception" and the reasons juSifying a diagnosis fests on
appeals to analogy. As new cases presexrt themsefues for examination the physician
collects details from each patient's history, his own immediate observations, and tle
results of laboratory tests and uses these facts to 'þlace" a particular patient's
condition in one or more of the recognized 't¡pes". Forced to choose among
altemative diagnoses, he must decide how close (or analogous) the present case is
to each ofthe possibilities.2t
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Whether this type of approach can be as fruitful for applied etlics as it is for doing clinical

medicine, is a question to be taken up shortly. However, at this time, tlere is still need for

cl¿rification of some ofthe concepts tlat have been used to define cazuistry thus far.

I. Practical Reasoning: Ce,ntral to the cazuistic approach to applied ethics, or more

apt|y, the framework on which casuistry hangs, is the notion of praotical 1s¿ssning or

phronesis. Phronesisis a Greek term that traces back to Aristotle's Nichomachean Ethics.

Aristotle's account of ethics calls for a distinction between episteme - scientific wisdom and

phronesis - practical wisdom- This is probably the most distinguishing feature of Aristotle's

approach to ethics. It is his conte,ntion that the field of ethics is a praatícal one, not a scientific

one and only a person ufro has acqtxred phronesis can determine the ethically proper course

of action. Like Aristotle, Jonsen and Toulmin maintain that moralify or moral ¡s¿ssning is a

practical endeavour, not a theoretical one. To comprehend what is meant by practical

reasoning or practical argumentation, it is best to contrast it with theoretical ¡s¿sening - that

which was attributed to the engineering models. In their chapter entitled "Theory and

Practice", Jonsen 6d forrlmin suggest that:

Instead sf ¿iming at strict entailme,nts, þractical arguments] draw on the outcomes
ofprwious e4terience, carrying overthe procedures used to resofue earlier problems
and reapplþg t.hem in new problematic situations. Practical arguments depend for
tleir power on how closely the present circumstances resemble those of the earlier
precedent cases for which this particular t1pe of argume,lrt was originally devised.22

2.Paradigms, Arnlogies and General Mæims: paradigm cases of moral or immoral

conduct are the starting points in the casuisic process r¡¡hich also ultimateþ define tle general

maxims we use as '?ules of thumb'In unambiguous cases. Take for exaryle an instance of

one human being intentionalþ inflicting pain, and subsequently killing anotler person, for no
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apparent good reason. In this case, oru collective moral reaction will be that this action is

clearþ and unequivocally wrong, e,ntrenched in a high degree of moral certainty. From this,

\ile can derive the maxim stating tlat unprovsftsd infliction ofpain and killing is wrong and

it can be used in the future as a ge,neral rule for similar cases that lack elements of controversy

or exfe,lruating circumstances. More importantly, this case will also serve as a paradigm case

ofimmoral killing, r¡füch can act as a starting point for moral coryarison with the ambiguous

and controversial cases that applied ethics qpically faces. In otler words, such paradigm

cases serve as the end point on a moral continuum and the cazuist's job is to decide where and

how close the case at hand falls in relation to tle paradigm case and this, in tum, decides the

level of moral certainty we want to assign to the particular case.

3. Circumstantial Analysis: This is an obvious feature of any "case method" which

siryty demands an account all ofthe relevant details and particular cfucumstances surrounding

a case. More qpecifically, it is answering the 'îho, what, why, where and how" of a case.

This is often more difficult to assess than one might think, presumably because of the

suscepubility of such questions to various points ofview and interpretations. For instance, in

many biomedical scenarios, physicians will ofte,n ditrer in regard to the assessments of risks,

prognoses, and diagnoses for a given patient and this uzuaþ will result in further

complication of the ethical process trying to be carried out. Or similarþ, we can inagoe

concemed family members of a comatose patie,nt offering very differe,nt points ofview with

reqpect to judgments what that patient reaþ '\vould want done" ifhe/she was in a position

to express his/her wishes.
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4. Presumptive conclusiorn: Lastly, there is ttre concept ofpresumptive conclusions

in the conteryorary casuistic model. Unlike some ttreoretical moral reasoning processes,

casuistry makes no claim to "decisive conclusions". 'oThey [the casuists] would say, for

exaryle, 'In these circumstances, you can with reasonable assurance act in zuch-and-zuch a

way. By doing so, you willnot be aøing rashly, but can be of good conscience."'23 Casuistry

insiss on moral resolutions being more or less probable and in tle end, always up for revision

in light of further considerations or extenuating circumstances. As mentioned before, the

degree of assurance one ought to have in a moral judgment depends on where the case at

hand falls on the casuistic continuum when all of the above considerations have been taken

into account.

IL CASUISTRY IN MORE FAMILIAR TERMS

Given a general outline ofthe concepts invotved in modern day casuistry, one might

still be somer¡råat unclear as to how it will actualþ proceed as an applied ethics methodology,

so perhaps an example can help make its procedure more clear and atthe same time, make

explicit its normative, metaethical and analytic content. Let us stick with the same example

used in chapter two u¿hich invofued IvIr. G. To recall, at the heart ofthis moral quandary was

the question of whether Dr. H ought to tell Mrs. G upon her adamant request, about her

husband' s prostate cancer.

As was the case with the LJEM the first step towards resolving this issue is to gather

all ofthe relwant facts ofthe case, ie., the r,råo, urhat, why, where, when, and how. Who are

the individuals concemed with Mr. G's well being? What are the risks that Mr. Gfaces ifhe

does not seek heþ irnmediateþ? lllhy is VIr. G determined to keep his condition confidential?
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When did Mr. G's condition begin severely to impede urination? Is there a way Mrs. G can

help her husband witlout tunring to Dr. H? Once we have acquired the answers to these

questions and combined them wittr the facts given in the initial set-up (see ch.2), the cazuist

is now in the position to compare this "case t)æe" with precedent cases of tle same q¿pe.

This entails a comparison ofthis case wit,h other doctor-patient-confidentiality-based cases.

Ifit turns out that there are few or no significant features to this case that differentiate it from

past, similar cases, then we can simply treat like cases alike and apply tle relevant general

maxim (derived from collective reflections ofpast, similar, cases) . However, if it so happens

that there are relevant features to this case that lend to ambiguity in the coryarison of it to

past cases, we lïtrst then tum to the paradigmatic cases ofthe adhere,nce to (or the deviation

from) the rule of doctor-patient confidentiality and then try to determine how closeþ this

present case resembles the reqpective pararlien Once again, it is the degree of resemblance

to the paradigm case that døermines the moral assurance we ultimateþ assþ to tle case at

hand and the moral resolution to this problem holds presumptiveþ, not absoluteþ.

Given what has been discussed thus far, we are now abre to make e4pricit the

normative content of casuistry. Generally, casuistry zuggests that what we prese,ntly ought

to do depends on rrr¡hat we hsve donein past, similar circumstances (some might insist that

instead of an'Ts-ought" move, casuistry makes a 'fuas-ought" ethical maneuver). At ftst

slance, this might seem like a rather cnrde normative view, but for all intent and purpose, thig

is ufiat casuisry is advocating. Accordingly, it may be argued that the normative content is

made up of moral precedenß not unlike the precedents, customs and traditions that serve as

the source of appeal in common law. However, unliks the engineering model, casuistry's
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nonn¿tive content is not monistic in nature, but rather, made up of various moral precepts

bound only by the limits of our moral experience.

In order to make eplicit the metaethical content of cazuistry, we nnrst do a little more

qpeculation than that which was done with its normative content. We must try to reveal the

source of justification for these various moral precedents in the first place. In other words,

we need to ask: What grounds determine the unequivocal moral rightness or wrongness of

these so-called paradigm cases of morality/immorality? Jonsen and Toulmin are relatively

silent on this issue as far as I can tell, nonetheless, my suqpicion is tlat Jonsen and Touhnin

reþ upon some form of intuitionism tojustfy the epistemic priority of the cases themselves.

Intuitionism can be defined as a foundational theory oftle nature ofmoral justification such

that "our basic principles and value judgments are intuitive or selÊevident and thus do not

need to be justified by any kind of argument, logical or pqychologica! since they are selÊ

justi&ing or, in Descartes's words, 'clearþ and distinctly true'."2a This theory of tle nature

ofmoral justification best describes the metaetlical underpinnings of Jonsen and Toulmin's

casuistry given the way in ra¡hich they view the nature of paradigm cases. In their oln words,

the paradigm cases are "clear and siryle", and also enjoy an "'intrinsic and extrinsic

certitude': all authors would concur tlat there is no reason not to consider that act an

offense."25

III. FACILITATTVE AE AND CASTIISTRY

I begin the waluative discussion of casuisry in the context of a facilitative model of

applied ethics because its key supporters, Jonse,n and Toulmin, enryhasize its strength mainly

in this capacrrty.In several publications over the last te,n years, Jonsen and Toulmin have urged
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that there is reason to tlink that cazuistry is well suited for doing (what I have called)

facilitative applied ethics. The fact ofthe matter is tlat over the years, Jonsen and Toulmin

have done extensive work with The National Commission on Human Experimentation and

have observed first hand that ulhen faced with a variery ofmoral iszues, its members inevitably

adopted a casuistic/taxonomic approach to applied ethics and time and time again, this

process yielded avery high degree of conse,nzus amongst them-

The Commission, formed n 1974 by the U.S. Congress, \¡/as made up of eleven

people in total. It was a diverse group made up of men and women, blacks and whites,

Catholic and atheists, lawyers and behavioural psychologists. Their qpecific pu{pose was to:

review the federal regulations about research with an eye to the protection of
the 'rights and welfare' ofthose persons who were invofued as research zubjects in
either biomedical or behaviowal investigations...The Commission \¡/as also required
to study the ethical issues arising in scientific research using vulnerable research
subjects of different sorts - prisoners, children and the mentally disabled, in
addition to human fetuses - and to develop ge,neral statements of ethical princþle
to serve as a guide in the future development of biomedical and behavioural
research.26

In a¡ article commenting on the Commission's procedures Toulmin maintains that:

el qfúq questions on the oommission's central agenda could be construed as being
of the form, "Just what kinds of experimental procedures, involving just raÀai
zubgroups ofhuman zubjects, conducted in just what kinds of circumstances, with
just ufi4 consent procedwes, etc., are and are not open to solid objections on moral
grounds?" The commissioners came to see their task as being to identify the factors
relwant to questions ofthis form, and they accordingly set oui to develoþ systematic
classifications by distinguishing tütrerent sorts of eryeriments, differentìorts of loci
of researcb, differe,lrt procedures of consent, assent, toleration or refusa! different
immediate and long-term scientific goals, and so on. All the factual materiaf site
visits, public presentations and the rest, that provided the mass ofthe material for the
commissionefs definitive debates were finally digested and brought to bear on the
commissionet's mandate by considering what light they threw on tlose central
taxonomic issues and how they could heþ the ssmmissioners to draw more refined,
perceptive, and discrimin¿ting distinctions between "morally acceptable" and "morally
questionable" cla sses of research proj ects. 27
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To summarizæ, the commissioners proceeded case-by-case, starting by classifying each case

¿ses¡ding to its 'horal type". For example, cases involving drug e4perimentation on

prisoners, were initially classified as câses of the ',protection-from-

eryloitation-by-unethical-researchers" qpe. Once tlis, along with all ofthe facts surrounding

the case had been ascertained, casuistry really began to rear its head, as tlrough the use of

paradigms and analogies, the conrmissioners \¡r/ere able to determine the most suitable course

of action. Jonsen and Toulmin conclude that tÏe upshot of this metlodology was the vast

(alnost unanimous in some cases) agfeement amongst the commissioners on the eventual

recommendations to be put into practice, and on this basis, argue that casuistry makes for

good applied ethics.

According to Jonsen and Toulmin, the explanation for this result was simply that by

keeping the moral discourse focussed on morally sienificant differences and simil¿¡i1is5

between the various types of research, ie., 'horal taxono-ies',, tle commissioners were thus

not inclined to shift the discussion to the level ofuniversal principles or rules which would

most certainly set them apart. As they e4plain n The Abuse of Casuistry,

T\e locus of certitude in the commissioners' discussions did not lie in an agreed set
ofintrinsicalþ convincing general rules or principles, as they shared no commitment
any such body of agreed princþles. Rather it lay in a shared perception of what was
specificalþ at stake in particular kinds ofhuman situations. Their practical certitude
about qpecific [pes of cases lent to tle commission's collectiv" tJco--*dations a
kind of conviøion that could have never been derived from the zupposed theoretical
certainty of the Plnciples to u¡hich individual commissioners appealed in their
personal accounts.2s

This brings us to ttre question: Are Jonsen and Toulmin right about the proqpects of

a so-called 'leincamation" for casuisry in applied ethics, qpecifically facilitative applied
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ethics? Although I certainly do not rtilpute Jonsen and Toulmin'. fisrlings with the

conrmission, I mu$ insist that before we begin to toast the triumph of modern day casuistry,

we must take a closer look at what exactly the commissioners were zupposedly agreeing

about. In casuistic te,rms, the commissioners seemed to be agreeing about the paradigm cases

ofmoralþ acceptable and moralþ rmacceptable modes ofresearch of that specific moral type,

(e.g, under conditions x, y, and z, voluntary medical research on prisoners is perfectly

morally acceptable) and in addition, on how close (or far) qpecific cases presented to tlem

were, relative to that paradigm case t¡¿pe. With this, I find little difficulty believing that zuch

consensus could exist. However, with tle emplol'me,lrt of casuistry, one must wonder how

decision-makers could ever reach zubstantial agreement on what I would suq)ect would be

the most controversial and problematic casuistic task of all: categorizing cases into 'lnoral

t¡pes" in the ûrst place. It is difficult to believe that there would be much conse,n$rs at all with

reqpect to this initial cttegonzation. Perhaps tle following example can heþ explain why.

Consider Mrs. Y, a twenty-six year old single motler with a history of PKU in her

family, now in her second pregnancy (phen/køonuria - a recessively inherited disorder where

untreated chfdren show failure to attain milestones and exhibit progressive iryairment in

mentalfirnction, seizures, rigdify and chorea). Just before Mrs. Y was married, her doctor

informed her about the importance of diet (specifically avoiding high protein foods) in the

case of pregnancy. During her first pregnancy, faced with some problems of nausea,

wentuating in a feeding ga$rostomy to give diet, she menaged to adhere to the diet and give

birtl to a heafthy normal baby. However, during her second pregnancy, she refused the PKU

diet deqpite the fact her phenylalenine levels continued to rise.2e With health care providers
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seriousþ and immediateþ concerned here, I ask tle casuist: How exactly is this ethical

problem to be approached? Is it clear what 'type" of moral problem this is in the first place?

It seems fair to say that in this case, it is by no means clear as to how this case ought

to be categorized. In fact, there are likely several competing categonzations for which one

could quite realiSicalþ argue. Fit$ly, this could be construed as an autonomy iszue - simply

the mother's right to do uåat she wants with her own body. Just as plausibly, this could be

seen as a-right-to-protect-unbom-life issue. Others might even $rggest, on the grounds that

the fetus isþst as much the doctor's patient as tle mother, that tlis is an issue ofphysician-

obligation.

In all fairness, it is not that Jonsen and Toulmin suggest that categonnngcases into

their appropriate moral para,ligm will never be ambiguous. However, because they never

clearþ and directþ atteryt to explain how to get around this problem when \¡/e are faced with

the more ambþous cases, deqpite their work with the National Commission (which provides

most, ifnot all oftle argumentative force for a casuistic approach) their conclusiona about

applied ethics inevitably lacks p ersua siveness.

IV. PRESCRIPTIVE AE AND CASUISTRY

Unfortr¡nateþ, casuistry fairs no better as a prescrþtive applied ethics model. Its most

obvious difficulfy is that its moral resolutions, albeit presurytive and revisable in nature, will

be far too indeterminote to provide adequate moral justification. Unlike the UEM, where

problems stemmed fromitsnormative conterÍ, casuistry's difHculties as a prescriptive applied

ethics model esseirtialþ derive from the nature of its moral justificatioû/¡s¿soning. To reca[

according to casuistry the cases alone can fuel the moral reasoning process and thus
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according to Jonsen il1d Jsrrlmin, casuistry denies any 'theoretical dependence", unlike the

UEM which was totally theory depe,ndent. Now, without any theoretical considerations to

cling to, we need to consider how the casuist will handle those cases, like the example with

Mrs. Y given above, where there is clearly more tlan one plausible moral paradigro that can

be associated \¡/ith the given case. Many authors, including myse[ have found this to be the

major stumbling block for casuistry. After alt without any qpecific moral princþle or

princþles of obligation þrina facie or not) at 6s¡ diqrosa[ what could posübly bind these

problems into their respective primary "moral t5rpes" except some moral precept itselfl It

seems that Jonsen and Toulmin are fooling themsefues if they sincereþ believe that what

would guide us here is something free from one or other moraily binding precept. John Aras

e{)resses a similar suqpicion in an article discussing the 'levival" of cazuistry. He writes: "In

a manner somewhat reminiscent of pre-Kuhnian philosophers of science clinging to the

possibility of 'theory free' factual observations, to a belief in a kind of epistemological

'immaculate perception', the casuisfs appear to be claiming that the cases simply qpeak for

themselves.tt30 5o long as the process surrounrling the initial categonzation ofmoral't1pes"

remains theory neutral or theory independent, casuistry zurely will not be able to provide

clear, rmambiguous moral resolutions that are necessary for moralþstification. Consequently,

cazuistry is also not an adequate prescrþtive applied ethics model.
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CT{APTER 4,

PRXNCIFX,tr SM : A PLURALI STIC APPR.OACI{

L PRTNCIPLTS M (rl{'fROrlUCTrOrÐ

Principlism, the third and final methodology to be discussed here, has been most

notably defended by Tom Beauchamp and James Childress, co-authors ofthe four editions

of the now "standard" bioethics text, Principles of Biomedical Ethics.It is in their latest

edition, published n 1994, where they truly make their methodology and competing

metlodologies explicit. (It should be noted that although other 'þrincþlist" moral theories

hisoricalþhave bee,n forwarded byphilosophers such as Frankena and Ross, for the puq)oses

of this paper, the term "principlism" refers exclusively to Beauchamp and Childress'

four-princþle appro ach).

Likethe UEM princþlism starts fiom a theoretical structure and works dor¡m to the

case level and in this sense it might be said that principlism is also a top-down approach to

applied ethics. Howwer, unlike the UEM, principlism's theoretical structure ß pluralistic n

nature not monistic. In other words, principlism does not appeal mereþ to one general

princþle of obligation, but rather, to four separate, midJevel prima-facie princþles of

obligation. Specifically, the four principles of principlism are: (1) Autonomy - a norm for

respecting the decisionmaking capacities of autonomous persons. (2) Beneficence - a group

of norms for providing benefits and balancing be,nefits against risks and coss. (3)

Non-maleficence - a normfor avoiding the causation ofharm. (4) Jwtice- a group ofnorms

for distributing benefits, risks, and costs fairly. 3t
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1. THM' PR,INCIPI-E OF R,ESPECT FOR, AU"TONOIì{Y

Generally when we tlink about the concept of autonomy, we think about freedom,

liberty, selÊdetermination and ultimately the right to choose our own coruse in life so long

as \¡/e do not cause harm to otlers in the process. When we think about autonomy in a

biomedical context, we think of patie,nts'right to choose the form and extent ofthe treatment

they wish to receive, inchrding the option ofno treatuent at all in some cases. For a physician,

or any health care worker for that matter, to do anything but that which the patient requests,

is to disrespect the patie,nt's right to act autonomousþ. Therefore, even if reqpect for a

patient's wishes requires that the acting physician not treat at all (or perhaps discontinue

treatment already initiated), the physician has an obligation, according to the principle of

respect for autonomy, to refrain from treating that patient, irreqpective of his/her own

personal convictions.

From the perspective of health care professionals, the princþle of reqpect for

autonomy goes beyond reqpecting the patient's particular wishes in terms of their treatment

options. Once admitted into a health care setting, those health care workers also have an

obligation to reqpect the patient's right to privacy, confidentiality, truthfülness and firll

disclosure ofpertine,nt medical inform¿tion. All ofthese moral obligations are derivative from

the princþle of reqpect for autonomy. Of course, it goes witlout saying, that the princþle

ofreqpeø for autonomy only applies fully to competent autonomous agents. Those who are

incompetend for example, are not entitled to tle rights that follow from this principle and in

most cases, decisions regarding their treatment are made by others who can make the proper

decisions on their behalf There is much debate surrounding how we are to determine who is
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coryetent and who is not, and consequently, uncertarnty regarding the agents to u¿h.ich the

princþle ofreqpect for autonomy is applicable to. However, for the purposes of this paper,

I will assume that an autonomous agent is one who has 'the capacity to understand the

material information, to make a judgment about the information in light of his or her values,

to intend a certain outcome, and to freely communicate his or her wish to caregivers or

investigators. "32

2. THT PRINCIPLE OF BENEFICENCE

The principle of beneficence can be broken down into three more qpecific nonns

dedicated to providing benefits to others: (1) One ought to prevent evil or harn (2) One

ought to remove evil or harm- (3) One ought to do or promote good. These nonns are as

straightforward as tley appear and I suq)ect that very little else needs to be said on their

behalf Nonetheless, a distinction between the concepts of be,neficence, benevolence and

utiJity - three similar, yet distinct notions - can help avoid some possible confrisions. As

Beauchamp and Chfdress explain, "Beneficenc¿ refers to an action done for the benefit of

others; benevolenc¿ refers to the character trait or virtue of being diqposed to act for tle

benefit of others."33 These two notions are distinct from the concept of utility (see ch.2),

which is a separate norm that calls for the balancing of be,nefits against potential costs and

risks ofharm-

3. THF' PRINCIPLE OF NON-MALEFTCENCE

The princþle ofnon-maleficence simpþ requires that we do not act in zuch a way tlat

we directþ or indirectþ cause harm to otlers. Traditionally, definitions of 'harm" have been

difficult to çali$ and have varied in scope. A harmful action can vary from causing physical
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i"juw to verbally offending someone to causing a setback to someone's goals. Beauchamp

and Childress seem to have in mind all three of these notions of harm and everything in

between. This is evide,nced as they list off several more qpecific moral nrles tlat are

derivative ofthe principle ofnon-maleficence. They are: "do not kill", "do not cause pain or

sutrering to others", "do not incapacitate others", '.do not cause offense to others" and "do

not deprive otlers ofthe good life".

4. THE PRINCIPLE OF.IUSTTCE

Like the principle of beneficence, the principle ofjustice can be broken dor¡m into

more specific principles of obligation. Beauchary and Childress opt for a very broad

conception of the principle of justice which essentially embodies the six most common

princþles of dishibutiveþsice. Accordingly, the benefits and burdens of society ought to be

distributed in tle following \¡/ays: (l) To each person an equal share. (2) To each person

accorcling to need. (3) To each person according to effort. (a) To each person uses¡ding to

cont¡ibution. (5) To each person according to merit. (6) To each person according to free-

market exchanges.

II. SPECIFIED PRINCIPLISM

It is tlese four "clusters" of prima facie princþles of obligation that make up the

narmotive contenttúhufuichprincþlism starts. Beauchary and Childress make it quite clear

that this goup ofprincþles isþst that - a starting point for reaching moral conclusions. At

no point do they claimnor i*ply that doing bioethics siryty involves the rote application of

one or all ofthese princþles to the problem at hand. Rather, Beauchary and Childress have
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the following in mind:

Our metlod in this book is to unite princþle-based, common-morality ethics
with the ooherence model of þstification...This strategy allows us to rely on
the authority of the indiqpensable princþles in the common moratty, while
incorporating tools to refine and correct its weaknesses and unclarities and to
allow for additional qpecification. Because our strategy accepts the goal of reflective
equilibrium and, in part, constructs principles and nrles from considered judgments
in the common morality, uihile also specifying princþles and rules, we will not end
with the identical content with which we began.3a

Before I begin to unpack some of the concepts Beauchamp and Childress put forth

in their most rece,nt methodology, one must realtze that this approach does make significant

strides towards recomizing the tme moral corylexity involved in bioethics and the seemingly

inherent problem of conflicting obligationsthat a pluralistic approach, like principlism, must

confront in many cases. This most rece,nt principlist methodology is (supposedly) an attempt

to remedy the problems found in their previous accounts of principlism- In past editions of

Principles, the princþlist metlodology appears to be merely the direct application of a

plurality of principles, where in cases of con-flict, the princþles are to be balanced and

weighed (and some wentualþ overridden) according to case circumstances and intuition. For

example, in tleir third edition of Principles,they write:

The theory we defend may be called a composite theory. It stands in opposition to
monistic or absolutistic theories zuch as utilitarianism, Kantianism and libertarianism
(a monism based on the princþle of reqpect for autonomy). A conposite theory
permits each basic princþle to have weight witlout assigning a priority weighting
e¡ ¡¿nking. Which principle overrides in a case sf çsnflict will depend on the
particular context, which always has unique features.35

In their fourth edition, it is apparent that Beauchary and Childress have discovered tlat a

case's 'þaÍicular context" and its'tnique features" are often not adequate tools for yielding

determinate moral resolutions. In light of tlis, they have come up with the above
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methodology dubbed "qpecified princþlism'36, which relies on several features, including

'bommon-morality eflics", 'teflective equilibrium",'þecification" and 'the coherence model

ofjustification" .

To understand firlly qpecified principlism, we need to start with the source of the

principles. Where do the four clusters of principles originate from? For Beauchary and

Childress, the princþles of autonomy, beneficence, non-malefi.cence and justice are all,

derived fromthe "common moraliqy''uåich they describe as 'the morality shared in common

by the membe¡s of a society - that is, unphilosophical common sense and tradition...[The

common moraliry] is a pretleoretic moral point ofview that transcends mereþ local customs

and attitudes. Analogous to beließ in the universality ofbasic human rights, the principles of

the common morality are universal standards."37 They urge tlat a common morality tleory

of ethics, as opposed to other, abstract etlical theories zuch as utilitarianism, egalitarianism,

etc., is the most appropriate theoretical perqpective with reqpect to approaching normative

and applied etlics. However, their insistence on this can only be firlly understood in

conjunction with tleir theory of the nature of moral justification in ethics, i.e., the

metaethical content they bring to bear on applied ethics.

In the Rawlsian tradition, Beauchary and Childress adopt a coherence theory of

moral justification ufrereby a justified moral judgme,nt is one which can strike a balance

between our considered judgments and the qpecific moral obligations that ultimateþ make

up our 'fheoqt''. R¿wls calls this process 'leflective ' which aims to 'lxatch, pnrne

and adjust considered judgments so that they coincide and are re,ndered coherent with the

pre,mises ofthe theo4y''38. But what exactþ ne considered judgments andin what sense are
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they requiredto coher¿ with our theory ofbiomedical ethics?

In many instances, consideredþdgme,nts are thought of as credible intuitions or selÊ

evident moral beliefs that act as a starting point in moral justification. Howevet, as

Beauchamp and Childress correctly state, considered þdgments, like the four clusters of

(unspecified) princþles they have given, are much more than this and are in fact judgments

that have been coruideredbv those uåo hold them:

These considered iudements tvpicallv have a rich historv in moral experie'nce that
underlies our sense"thaíthev aré'credi6le and trustworthv: considered iridments are
therefore not merelv a matí.er of individual intuition. Ani'moral certitudeãssociated
with these norms-is likely to derive from beliefs thai are acquired, tested, and
moclified over time i" light of the purposes served by the norms. Coherence among
these initial nonns is e"ssential to thèfu acceptability, and incoherence is a sgunã
reason for rejecting one or more such 'foundâtional'-'but fallible propositions.3e

What becomes clear from their account thus far is that these four clusters of principles are

justified starting points in biomedical ethics and that justification comes from the high level

of coherence amoîg them- What Beauchamp and Childress mean by coherence is sureþ

nothing newhere and find that it can best be summarized by Bonjour's definition of tle bare

concept of coherence given nThe Structure of Empirical Knowledge :

Intuitivety, cohere,nce is a matter ofhow well a body of beliefs 'hangs together": how
well its õómponent beliefs fit together, ap¡;ee or 'dovetail with eich oúer, so as to
produce an oieanized- tishtfu struõtureðwîtem ofbeließ, ratler than either a helter-
äkeltet collectÏon or á sõt sf sgnflicting subsystems.o

Of course the role for coherence does not end with the initial considered judgments. Recall

that according to Beauchamp and Childress, the 'bigger picture" of tlis principlis account

rweals the need for its princþles tobe specified and ifneed be, modified or corected as new

and more complex moral experiences prese,nt themselves and the tool u¿hich they reþ on to

provide warrant for zuch qpecifications is, of course, coherence.

The concept of specification used by Beauchary and Childress is borowed from
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Henry Richardson, author of tle article, "Specifying Norms as a Way to Resolve Concrete

Ethical Problems". Like Richardson, Beauchary and Childress zupport tle idea that while

a particular qpecification can be introduced on any grounds - specifically they make mention

of intuitive grounds - coherence ultimateþ provides justification for one qpecification over

anotler. They maintain that "a particular qpecification is justified only ifit is more coherent

with the u¡hole set of relevant norms than any other available qpecification."4l Or, in Henry

Richardson's words, "a qpecification is rationally defensible, then, so long as it enhances the

mutual support among the set ofnorms found acceptable on reflection."42 An example can

perhaps shed some light on how Beauchamp and Chfdress' qpecified princþlism will actually

proceed.

Let us consider once again the case involving Mrs. Y - the pregnant mother with a

history of P.I(U. in her family (see ch. 3). In this case, the princþlist will suggest that the

deliberators consider the following princþles: (1) the princþle of non-maleficence - avoiding

undue harm to the fetus (2) the principle of autonomy - the reqpect for the mother's

autonomous decisionmaking capacities and (3) the principle ofbeneficence - the physician's

duty to balance benefits against risks and costs. Now suppose that at first glance, the

deliberators find a[ or more than one ofthese considerations equally significant and in the

e,nd are not somehow able to 'balance" these princþles in favor of one overriding obligation.

According to qpecified princþlism, our deliberators must then examine more closeþ each

princþle and tLen ask themselves how one or all of these princþles can be made more

qpecific. For example, tley might: (l) consider whether the princþle of non-maleficence

s.rbsumes allpersons, both prese,nt and frrture, (2) consider tle various circumstances where
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one's "s6{e ofliving" is morally required to change as a result of potential harm to others or

(3) consider r¡Âether we can distinguish morally acceptable and unacceptable levels ofharm

to others. What tlis process boils dor¡m to in many instances is the taking stock of the

exceptions to the general rule and then drawing out the commonalities among those

excqltions, thus wentuating in a more accurate qpecification of the true content of our moral

principle. At any rate, the hope is that by qpecifying one or more of these princþles, t.he

apparerÍ conflict of obligations we faced at the outset will eventually dissofue. To summarize,

the process of specified principlism using the example above, might look like this:

NON-MALEFICENCE PERSPECTWE
(GP) 1. One ought to avoid causing harm to other persons.

(CF) 2. The refusal of P.I(U. diet will in all likelihood result in significant harm to
her future child.

(PO) 3. Mrs. Y has an obligation to adhere to the P.I(U. diet.

AUTONOMY PERSPECTWE
(GP) 4. One ought to reqpect the decisionm¿king capacities of autonomous persons.

(CF) 5. Forcing Mrs. Y to adhere to P.KU. diet does not reqpect her capacity

for autonomous decisionmaking.

(PO) 6. Mrs. Y has the (moral) right to reflrse the P.I(U. diet.

[GP: General Princþle, CF: Case Fact, and PO: Principle-Based obligation.]

Directly applyrng both the princþle ofnon-maleficence and the principle of autonomy

leads to the contradiction found in 3 and 6. However, if we specify 1 and 4 in the following

mânner, the conflict can be resolved:

Ia. One ought to avoid causing undue harm to all persons, present and future,
especiølly il cases where doingio requires relatively-little persorutl sacrifce.

4a. One ought to respect the decisionmaking ca¡tac,ities- of aqtononlous persorts
except in íases wher:e the decision will in all lifrel¡hood iesult in physicàl harnt
to tliose thst are directly affected by that decision.
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Agaiq for Beauchanç and Childress, what is required to justify qpecifications la and 4a for

our deliberators is the fact that these qpecifications maximize the mutual support among all

other relevant norms, over and above other possible specifications.

ITI. PRESCRIPTIVE AE AND SPECIFIED PRINCTPLISM

To this point, I have atteryted to clarify all of the various notions Beauchamp and

Childress bring foÍl in their e4planation of "qpecified principlism" and it now seerm we are

finally in a position to evaluate the proqpects of this approach as a prescriptive model of

applied ethics. In the following, I shall argue that not unlike casuistry and the UEM,

Beauchamp and Childress' qpecified principlism also fails to meet the criteria for moral

correctness set out at the beginning of tlis paper. In this case, the weakness is that its

resuftant moral resolutions, Le, rts specified principles, ultinateþ lack discursiveness. One

migbt wonder how this type of qpecification can lack discursiveness, given that Beauchamp

and Childress obviousþ cite coherence as theþstificatory mechanism that lies behind any and

allparticular qpecifications. While this might appear to be the case with qpecified princþlism,

I want to suggest that, upon closer inqpection, the justification for one qpecification over

another is more ambþous and arguably more arbitrary than Beauchamp and Childress care

to admit.

My scepticism towards their coherence mode of qpecification begins with their lack

of explanation surrounding the notion of 'lnaximum coherence among all relevant norms".

What do Beauchary and Chfdress (or Richardson for that matter) mean by 'lelevant

norms'? Ifwe turn to Beauchary and Childress on this issue, we find three places where this

is erylicitþ discussed, allin theirinitial chapterthat deals with moralþstification. Firstly, just
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before they give some exaqples of ryecification" they write: 'Tn tightening our princþles, we

mrst take into account various faøors such as efrcie,ncy, institutional rules, law, and clientele

acceptance. Eventuaþ we need to provide a practical strategy for real-world problems

involving the demands ofpolitical procedures, legal constraints, uncertainty about risþ and

1¡s like."a3 Secondly, in tÏe same section introducing qpecification tley state that "An

adequate specification requires that one justrfy the claim that ttre proposed qpecification is

cohere,nt with other relevant moral norïns.'{4 Lastly, in a somewhat redundant manns¡, 1þsy

add that "A particular qpecification is justified only if it is more coherent with the whole set

of relevant norTns than any other available qpecification.'/5

Ifwe atteryt to make se,nse oftheir first stateme,nt about uihat ought to be considered

when one tries to qpeci$ one's princþles, it seems that they are arguing that all sorts of

nonns, not just moral norÍrs, play a role in qpecification. More qpecifically, they are

suggesting, at least here, that one ought to seek maximum coherence among relevant legal

norïns, institutionalnonns and ge,neralþ, nonns ofpracticality. This however is quite different

fromuzhat is asserted in the second passage. Here, ttrey are arguing for maximum coherence

striøb among relevant moral norïß, which is itself an unclear notion, as we are never reaþ

told r¡lhat counts as a 'Telsvant moral norm". For exaryle, if we were to go back to the case

with Mr. G given in chapter one, urhat would Beauchamp and Childress say to D¡. H about

trying toþsti$ one qpecification over another? In other words, rlåat norms are required to

be called upon in an attempt to maximize coherence among tlem? Would he be required to

consider and meke coherent, say, just those 'formal" moralnorms dictated by the Hippocratic

Oath and 1foe Ç¿1¿dien MedicalAssociation Code ofEthics, or is he coryelled to employ all
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of his moral beließ, including those outside the Code of Ethics? Further, one can imagine

other cases where deliberators m¿y also wonder whether they ought to consider nonns

outside ofthe law, eqpecially ifthe law is silent on this type of case. From what Beauchamp

and Childress do say on tlis mettor, it certainly is difficult to tell what range ofnorms tley

are after and because tlis remains ambþous tlroughout the course of tle booþ I have

serious misgivings about assiesdng a large degree of discursive value to their attempt to

specify princþles.

In the author's opinion, a more accurate description of ufrat is really invofued with

ryecification is siryty conceptunl arnlyis and clarification - the core, ge,neral and necessary

aqpect ofuåat philosophers apply in applied ethics (see ch. 1). Granted, all of the so-called

specifications of the principles that are carried out with "tle four princþles" do prove to

clarify many ofthe norTns that fall under those princþles, (e.g., withdrawing vs. withholding

treatment, obligatory vs. ideal beneficence, weak and strong patemalism, obligatory and

optional treatment, etc). However, in the end, except for siryly stating that coherence is at

work here, they realþ offer no reason to tlink that their qpecifications are more than a series

ofunrelated, non-discursive attempts at conceptual analysis and clarification.

W. FACILITATIYE AE AND SPECIFIED PRINCIPLISM

Afthough qpecified princþlism may not be able to yield discursive moral resolutions

for those doing prescrþtive applied etlics, this does not preclude the possibility ofit being

a successfrrl facilitative model. Unlike the UEM, the normative content of specified

principlism is quite complete and comprehensive, esse,ntially by its very nature. Recalt tle

fow clusters ofprincþles are derivedfrom a coÍmon-moralityview of ethics which will quite
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obviousþ "appeal to the masses" and reflect the majority's moral values. With reqpect to the

common morality, Beauchary and Chfdress make this very point, and in addition, sugges

that all of the principles that are derivative of the common morality are principles tlat are

usually common to coryeting moral tleories. This aqpect of convergence among theories,

however, is easiþ oversesn due to varying conce,ptions of the foundation(s) of ethics.

Specifically, they argue that:

Far more social consensus exists about princþles and rules drawn from the common
morality (for exaryle, our four principles) than about theories. This is not surprising,
given the central social role ofthe common morality and tle fact that its principles
are, at least in some schematic form, usually embraced in some form by all major
tLeories. Theories are rivals over matters ofjustifi.cation, rationality and metlod, but
they often converge on mid-level principles.a6

The upshot sfthis similarity among mid-level principles is an increased possibility of finding

common ground in the initial stages of setting up the moral backdrop for individual cases and

wentualþ fnding more similar moral recommendations, i.e., consensus among our decision-

makers.

I must admit that I find Beauchamp and Childress' argument here quite convincing

and moreover, hold out a lot of hope for specified principlism as a facilitative model of

applied ethics. My reasons for optimism are similar to those of Beauchamp and Chfdress but

are also reinforced by anecdotal evidence. Ge,nerally, tle appeal lies in the fact that by

introducing a plurality of moral princþles, as opposed to one, monistic, zupposedly-all-

e,ncoryassing, moralprincþle, our decision-makers can more effectiveþ initiate a productive

discussion. Surely finding some sbred of moral fabric among the four clusters ofprinciples is

not an unreasonable expectation. For example, imagoe a case invofuing doctor-assisted
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zuicide, and for tle sake of argument and sirylicity, we have only two decisionmakers. Let

us say that one is very religious and srongly adheres to the sanctity of life princþle. On the

other hand, our other decisionm¿ker clearþ believes in freedom of choice on many moral

issues, including tlis one. While it is certainly not reasonable to e4pect that in extreme (and

oversiryhfred) cases zuch as this we will wer reach consensus, I want to suggest that at least

with princþlism, both parties have some moral representation - olu religious decisionmaker

can at least identify with the principle ofnon-maleficence and our other decisionmaker can

at least identify with the prinoiple of autonomy. Granted, neither parties may aeÍee with the

source ofthese principles, i.e., what their underlying justification might be, but nonetheless,

theyhave some point of departure from u¡hich to discuss these iszues. Contrast this with an

instance ofthese same two decision-makers e,ryloying, say, tle utilitarian engineering model.

In this sce,nario, one would suqpect that unless they were utilitariâns themsefues, there would

be mrch less of a point of departure from uihich to atteryt various resolutions and in the end,

the discussion would likely ce,lrter on hopeless attempts at trying to convince both parties of

the value of utility.
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CTNCT.USTON

At the outset, it was explained that this new discþline we call "applied ethics", even

twelfy years after its birtlq is an entelprise that has done relativeþ little reflection upon itself

in terms ofits conte,lrt, metlod and goal. Essentially, the purpose ofthis thesis was to try to

shed some light on these aqpects of applied ethics and moreover, to gatn a deeper

rmderstanrling ofthe various "ethical processes" or 'hetlodologies" that have and are being

used to do applied etlics today. For the most part, this was a descriptive project, whereby

I have attempted to answer the following two questions: (1) \Uhat exactly are we applyrng

in applied ethics? (2) How is ethics being applied, if it is being applied at all? However, in

addition to this, I also have attempted to tackle the much bigger, normative question which

asks: Which approach to applied etlics proves most "successfü", if any at all?

In what precedes, I have argued that there are essentially tlree elements that are

"applied" in applied ethics and they are: (1) Normative ethics - normative rules, principles and

theories (2) Metaethics - theories having to do with the nature of moral justification (3)

General analyic skills - conceptual anaþsis and clarification and producing and analyzing

argumentation. All tlree of these aspects have been made explicit with respect to tlree

different approaches to applied ethics: (l) The Utilitarian Engineering Model (IIEM) (2)

Cazuistry and (3) Specified Princþlism-

In so f¿r as criticalþ assessing these three approaches, i.e., determining which proves

most "successfi,il", it was first erylained that in order to do so, we first need to come to grips

with raihat counts as "success" in applied ethics. I insisted that this was not a discussion to be
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taken up here for several reasons, including a fear of a never-ending

metaethicaVepistemological debate and instead, coryromised by assessing each of t.he

various approaches in light of both afacilitative end and a prescriptive end.

Illtimateþ, in terms of a facilitative model of applied ethics, Beauchamp and

Childress' qpecified princþlism holds the most promise. This is mainly due to its diverse and

comprehensive normative content which allows for more fruitfrrl and productive discussion

and thus more room for some agreement, even if in the e,nd, we cannot totally solve the

problem of conflicting princþles. The IIEM and casuistry, on the other hand, do not zucceed

in this reqpect because the former is not comprehensive e,nough to allow for much agreement

and the latter,uåile diverse in its normative content, is lacking the sufrcient clarity to actually

carry out its goal ofreaching consen$rs.

In terms of a prescriptive model unfortunateþ the same praise oennot be extended

to specified princþlism- As a matter of fact, all three of the approaches discussed here fall

úort in some way or another in terms of providing morally correct action-guides. However,

we need not let this discourage our efforts in this field of ethics. Philosophers need to keep

in mind thatþs so long as the answers they provide are learling to new and more iryortant

questions, and forcing people to frrther consider ethical iszues which must be dealt with at

some point, what they are doing is nonetleless ofvalue'
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